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SYNTH CHALLENGE 2017  
 

 

Task 1 - Synthesis of the arbitrary instrument for the composition “Flight of the 

Bumblebee” by Nikolaj Rimskij Korsakov 

 

For this task, I used an additive synthesis of the piano for the composition “Flight of 

the Bumblebee” by Nikolaj Rimskij Korsakov. 

I used “Bumble01.mid” file because, personally, is the best for making the synthesis. 

Additive synthesis is a sound synthesis technique that creates timbre by adding sine 

waves together. 

The timbre of musical instruments can be considered in the light of Fourier theory to 

consist of multiple harmonic or not harmonic partials 

or overtones. Each partial is a sine wave of different 

frequency and amplitude that swells and decays over 

time due to modulation from an ADSR envelope or 

low frequency oscillator. 

Additive synthesis most directly generates sound by 

adding the output of multiple sine wave generators. 

Schematic diagram of additive synthesis. The inputs 

to the oscillators are frequencies fk and rk  

 

Is needed to say that I applied envelopes for the additive synthesis which helped to 

obtain a better quality of piano sound. 

I also applied first a Chebyshev type II low filter and after an Elliptic high filter. 

I choosed these previous filters trying different kind of filters and combining them, 

until best synthesis was done from my point of view. These filters are nothing we 

haven’t seen in class, but I have studied them in Digital Signal Processing subject. 

In my code, for this task I use the synthchallenge.m which makes the normalization of 

the signal, and I also changed the last part of the code to be able to change the name 

of the synthesized files that need to be saved in the folder results. 
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Task 2 - Two octaves of the major scale for one chosen instrument from the previous 

synthesis 

 

For this task I used the part of the code corresponding to midi2freq.m which converts 

MIDI note number (m=0-127) to frequency f in (Hz). 

I also used the next table to get the correct MIDI numbers corresponding to two 

octaves of the major scale: 
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In my case, I decided to choose frequencies between 196 Hz and  783.99 Hz, which 

corresponds to notes G3 and G5, and also to MIDI numbers 55 and 79, respectively. 

I choosed this range because it was, from my point of view, the one that sounds 

better. 

The instrument used for this task is the piano, the same from the previous synthesis. 

To end I normalized the signal and I saved the synthesized file in the folder results. 

 

Task 3 - Arbitrary realization of audio signals in MATLAB 

 

For this task I did an UFO sound. To achieve making this sound I first made a pure tone 

of 50 Hz that has 35 harmonics combined with 2 sounds with a sampling frequency of 

48 kHz that has a duration of 10 seconds. 

Then I created wind sound with a sampling frequency of 20 kHz.  

I used “koupelna.wav” file and I used “konv_reverb” for mixing in one hand, 

“koupelna.wav” file with the pure tone created at the beginning. On other hand, for 

mixing “koupelna.wav” too with the wind sound created. 

With the second mixing I just took a length of the signal equal to the first signal and I 

made the sum of both. 

At the end I normalized the signal and I saved the synthesized file in the folder results. 
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